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Quiz Date: 18th August 2020 

Directions (1-8): In the following questions, a sentence is given in bold. Then three paragraphs 
are given. From the given paragraphs you need to choose those that help us to infer the given 
bold sentence.  
 
Q1. Business growth of the entities is thwacked due to liquidity crisis 
 
(I) Bank lending for most housing finance companies has dried up and as a result, cost of funds for these 
lenders have gone up substantially. Some of the home loan companies have either defaulted on 
repayment or have deferred payment due to the liquidity crisis.  According to a study by rating agency 
Crisil, growth of asset under management of housing finance companies halved in the second half of the 
201819. 
 
(II) The liquidity crisis post the IL&FS default has hit the assets under management (AUM) of Housing 

Finance Companies (HFC) and also curtailed their disbursements, a report by rating agency Crisil said, 

adding that it expects growth to revive to 12 per cent to 14 per cent for these companies in the current 

and next fiscal. 

(III) Housing finance companies are expecting higher refinance limits from the National Housing Bank, 
in the Budget, to tide over the current liquidity crisis they are facing. Some of the mortgage lenders and 
business leaders have written to the Finance Ministry requesting that their proposal be considered, the 
chief executive officer of a housing finance company 
 
(a) only II 
(b) only I 
(c) both II and III 
(d) both I and III 
(e) all I, II, III 
 
Q2. Only traditional aid and government finance are not enough for the scale of the 
developmental challenge 
 
(I) Traditional aid is often provided by means of supporting local development aid projects. In these 
projects, it sometimes occurs that no strict code of conduct is in force. In some projects, the development 
aid workers do not respect the local code of conduct. For example, the local dress code as well as social 
interaction. In developing countries, these matters are regarded highly important. 
 
(II) Britain’s statements around severing of aid to middle-income countries including China and India 
created the impression that it had stopped all funding to the countries, when in fact the government is 
still giving both nations millions of pounds. Critics of UK aid often point out that India and China, which 
receive some UK aid, have active space exploration programmes.  
 
(III) An estimated $7 billion has been spent under corporate social responsibility (CSR) programmes run 
by government in the last four years until March 2019 in India. That is a substantial sum spent for 
development. Recently, Wipro’s AzimPremji also committed $7.5 billion to charity. The estimated 
investment gap that requires to be bridged to achieve our sustainable development goals (SDGs) 
worldwide is $2.5-3 trillion annually. This makes it imperative to unlock new funding sources, debt and 
equity, for development. It is in this context that one should look at the emergence and increasing use of 
social impact and development impact bonds (SIBs/DIBs).  
 
(a) only II 
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(b) only III 
(c) both II and III 
(d) only I 
(e) None of these 
 
Q3. Cooperation between the centre and state is a must for agricultural reforms 
 
(I) Nearly 70pc of subsidies, taxes and other financial transfers involving farmers come from policies 
that heavily distort markets, notably by creating an artificial gap between domestic and world prices, the 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development said in an annual survey of agriculture 
policy.After significant steps in the early 2000s to reduce subsidies supporting production and prices, 
which the OECD sees as wasteful and preventing structural investments in farming, reform progress 
"has largely stalled" in the past decade, it said in the report published this week. 
 
(II) An expert committee on land leasing constituted by the NITI Aayog had come out with the Model 
Agricultural Land Leasing Act, 2016. Land leasing reforms, if carried out by state governments, will 
contribute immensely towards inclusive growth. However, it has been adopted fully in only a few states 
of India so far. Agriculture being a state subject, the central government formulates policy guidelines, 
advises, and allocates funds. Cooperation between the Centre and the states is a sine qua non for the 
expeditious implementation of reforms in the agriculture sector. Hence, a structured mechanism based 
on the philosophy of cooperative federalism is the need of the hour. 
 
(III) The ‘Agriculture Export Policy, 2018’ seeks to double farm exports to $60 billion by 2022 from $30 

billion last year, and will invest INR 1,400 crore to set up specialised clusters in different states for 

different produce to push exports. It also pushes for marketing reforms for doubling agricultural exports 

to $60+ billion by 2022.  

(a) only II 
(b) only I 
(c) both II and III 
(d) both I and III 
(e) None of these 
 
Q4. A blow-hot-blow-cold pattern marks almost all of Trump’s relations with countries the US is 
at odds with 
 
(I) The trouble is not just Trump’s brazen disregard for international rules and past agreements, it is 
also the volatility that markets are made to suffer by all the frequent shifting of America’s stance. 
Financial markets around the world have been roiled on several occasions by a statement from Trump, 
only to find their assumptions outdated shortly afterwards.  
 
(II) President Trump's first steps on the global stage have sent shivers through the world. He is openly 
arguing with autocrats, while fighting a trade war with China and Europe and pulling out of 
international treaties. To many, his decisions are severely damaging the global standing of the US. 
 
(III) Trumps talks with North Korea have bounced in every direction possible, and nobody knows if a 

deal is on its way to being struck or coming apart. On China, US trade negotiations had collapsed not 

long ago. Now Trump is ready to talk again, with the threat of slapping a 25% tariff on some $300 billion 

worth of imports from the People’s Republic kept aside—for the moment.  

(a) only II 
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(b) only III 
(c) both II and III 
(d) both I and III 
(e) None of these 
 
Q5. Humans have lost the ability to press the correct action button owing to the usage of 
machines 
 
(I)Automated systems are improving so rapidly that they will soon be able to do everything we can and 
more. Despite this, we still feel the need to always have a human in the loop—to take over in case 
something untoward happens. We do this because we believe that humans will always be able to apply 
some instinctual intelligence to find solutions where machines can’t.  
 
(II) Reliance on automation has led to disaster in many situations. There have been people who have 
trusted their navigation systems so implicitly that, despite the evidence of their eyes, they have driven 
their cars off cliffs or into inhospitable deserts without so much as a raised eyebrow. We are so 
accustomed to turn-by-turn navigation that we’ve lost the art of finding our way by looking for 
waypoints and landmarks along the way. 
 
(III) The pilots, in accordance with standard procedure, switched the flight to autopilot within four 
minutes of take-off. The computer, which had been programmed to hand over control to human pilots 
when it didn’t have enough data to safely fly the plane, disengaged itself from the controls after telling 
the pilots that they would have to fly it like a conventional aircraft. Which is why, a pilot who, until now 
had rarely ever flown the plane at any time other than take-off and landing, had to suddenly take control 
of the aircraft mid-flight.Based on flight recorder evidence, his inexperience began to show almost 
immediately: The plane began rocking from side to side and then inexplicably went into a steep climb 
and crashed. 
 
(a) only II 
(b) only I 
(c) both II and III 
(d) both I and III 
(e) None of these 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q6. Coaching institutions undermine mainstream education and impose a huge cost on students 
 
(I) Rising aspirations, combined with the falling quality of mainstream education, have meant that 
examination-oriented tuitions have taken over the lives of most school and college students in India. The 
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coaching industry also generates employment. However, since it is unregulated and unorganised for the 
most part, it is difficult to estimate exactly how many people are employed in this line of work. 
 
(II) Coaching institutions are imposing a huge emotional cost to society. They crush creativity. In most 
cases, they only help a student to swiftly secure marks in some entrance exam. To signal merit, exams 
are only one criterion, and not necessarily the best one. So, coaching institutions exist to help people 
achieve only one idea of merit. They do not enhance human capital. Confining students in classrooms 
and making them study subjects they often hate destroys their natural talent. Hence, the social cost of 
these institutions outweighs their benefit by far. 
 
(III) In May, a deadly fire at a coaching centre in Surat snuffed out 22 young lives. The rate of suicides in 
Kota, where many students converge to prepare for entrance exams, remains high. And yet, the coaching 
industry is rapidly growing. Data from the National Sample Survey Office’s 71st round reveal that more 
than a quarter of Indian students take private coaching. Also, it is providing with the information 
regarding employment in this sector.  
 
(a) Only (i) 
(b) Only (ii) 
(c) Only (iii) 
(d) Both (i) and (iii) 
(e) None of these. 
 
Q7. Capital infusion is the key reason in improvement of capital of banks  
 
(I) In its latest monetary policy report, the RBI said recapitalisation of public sector banks and the 
ongoing improvement in their financials, and resolution of stressed assets under the insolvency and 
bankruptcy code are expected to improve bank credit offtake and support investment and aggregate 
demand. 
 
(II) With the number of banks having more than 20% gross NPAs coming down in March 2019, RBI said 
this implied a broader improvement in asset quality. Credit growth of public sector banks were at 9.6% 
while private lendsers continue to robust growth of 21%. Overall credit growth marginally improved to 
13.2% in March 2019 from 13.1% in September 2018. 
 
(III) Following infusion by the government in public sector banks, the overall capital ratio of commercial 
banks ameliorated from 13.7% in September 2018 to 14.3% in March 2019, with state-run banks’ CAR 
ameliorating from 11.3% to 12.2% during the period. However, there was a marginal decline in the CAR 
of private sector banks. 
 
(a) Only (i) 
(b) Only (ii) 
(c) Only (iii) 
(d) Both (i) and (iii) 
(e) None of these. 
 
Q8.The new bankruptcy code yields its first success, but many wrinkles remain. 
 
[I] The Finance Ministry now expects banks to recover more than ₹1 lakh crore from the resolution of 
the other cases referred by the RBI to the NCLT. If the banks do indeed recover funds of this scale, it 
would considerably reduce the burden on taxpayers, who would otherwise have to foot the bill for any 
recapitalisation of banks. 
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[II] The resolution of case of BhushanSteel, should not deflect attention from the many challenges still 
plaguing the bankruptcy resolution process. The IBC, as the government itself has admitted, remains a 
work in progress. This is a welcome piece of legislation to the extent that it subsumes a plethora of laws 
that confused creditors; instead it now offers a more streamlined way to deal with troubled assets. But 
issues such as the proposed eligibility criteria for bidders have left it bogged down and suppressed its 
capacity to help out creditors efficiently. 
 
[III] The strict time limit for the resolution process as mandated by the IBC is an area that has drawn 
much attention, and it merits further review in order to balance the twin objectives of speedy resolution 
and maximising recovery for the lenders. To its credit, the government has been willing to hear out 
suggestions.  
 
(a) Only [III] 
(b) Both [I] & [III] 
(c) Only [II] 
(d) Both [I] & [II] 
(e) All [I], [II], [III] 
 
Directions (9-15): Two columns are given in each question and each column has three parts of a 
sentence. Choose the most suitable pair, which makes a grammatically correct and contextually 
coherent statement.  
 
Q9.  
COLUMN I 
(A) Increasing demand will increase wages, 
(B) It has been working for the weaker sections of the minority community 
(C) The idea behind such debates, they said, was to spread awareness 
 
COLUMN II 
(D) but will go out and mingle amongst us. 
(E) thus increasing purchasing power and reviving rural demand. 
(F) support sleeper class coaches as against only chair-car class coaches now. 
 
(a) A-E  
(b) B-F 
(c) C-F  
(d) C-D 
(e) None of these 
 
Q10.  
COLUMN I 
(A) If government gives land in a city free of cost or on heavy discount to hospitals, 
(B) By giving mediation another chance, the court has opened the doors 
(C) The court said mediation should continue to remain confidential 
 
COLUMN II 
(D) it is successful in patching up a settlement. 
(E) educational institutions or any such body, this in itself could also be substantial financing.  
(F) which have been going on for over 25 days. 
 
(a) A-E  
(b) B-F 
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(c) C-F  
(d) C-D 
(e) None of these 

 
 
 
 
Q11.  
COLUMN I 
(A) Substantial financing can be both, direct or indirect, 
(B) There have been reports of mob questioning “suspected foreigners” in the 
(C) A mob allegedly made four persons undergo a ‘Bangladeshi test’ in Baksa district of Assam, 
 
COLUMN II 
(D) the Navy will seek an increase in its share of the defence budget   
(E) not necessarily have to mean a major portion or more than 50%. 
(F) and handed them over to the police after questioning their citizenship status. 
 
(a) A-E  
(b) B-F 
(c) C-F  
(d) C-D 
(e) None of these 
 
Q12.  
COLUMN I 
(A) The memorandum suggested that mediation could continue   
(B) The AamAadmi Party (AAP) will launch a Dalit outreach programme under which 
(C) The Constitution Bench announced the failure to reach a final settlement 
 
COLUMN II 
(D) which were kept in limbo due to the mediation, commenced from August 6. 
(E) care was taken to maintain confidentiality to ensure its success. 
(F) senior leaders would travel to Dalit colonies in the city. 
 
(a) A-E  
(b) B-F 
(c) C-F  
(d) C-D 
(e) None of these 
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Q13. 
 COLUMN I 
(A) Upon promulgation of the ordinance, any production and  manufacturing 
(B) After the government's ambitious plan of redeveloping Parliament, 
(C) The Union Cabinet on Wednesday approved a ban on e-cigarettes, 
 
COLUMN II 
(D) e-cigarettes shall be a cognisable offence punishable with imprisonment of up to one year. 
(E) some architects raised concerns about the project. 
(F) citing the need to take early action to protect public health. 
 
(a) A-E  
(b) B-E 
(c) C-F  
(d) Both (b) and (c) 
(e) None of these 
 
Q14. COLUMN I 
(A) It is the flagship event of the institute that aims 
(B)The themes for the event are clean energy for sustainable 
(C) Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi, will be organising 
 
COLUMN II 
(D) the third edition of Industry Day on September 21. 
(E) to harness and promote the power of industry-academia collaboration. 
(F)economy and environment, sustainable medical technologies, emerging nano and advanced 
materials, sustainable environment and Make in India 
 
(a) A-E  
(b) B-F 
(c) All (a) (b) and (d) 
(d) C-D 
(e) None of these 
 
Q15.  
COLUMN I 
(A) We found the elephant at midnight and immediately 
(B) The police said that it took more than 12 hours for the forest department officials 
(C) A team of forest department officials arrived at the police station, 
 
COLUMN II 
(D) they were failed to make the elephant board a truck, the police said. 
(E) as we have no place to keep the animal at the police station 
(F) to reach Shakarpur police station and take away the elephant. 
 
(a) A-E  
(b) B-F 
(c) All (a) (b) and (d) 
(d) C-D 
(e) None of these 
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Solutions 
 
 

S1. Ans. (e) 
Sol. Thwacked means “strike forcefully with a sharp blow; hit”, so, the sentence given becomes, 
“Business growth of the entities is hit due to liquidity crisis”. The statement (I) clearly tells that the 
banks lending for housing financing companies has been vanished and the cost of funds for these 
businesses have gone up. These home financing businesses have defaulted away. All this happened 
because of the liquidity crisis. So, statement (I) is correct. 
As, for the statement (II), it is given that the IL&FS crisis led to liquidity crisis which impacted the 
growth of HFCs. Therefore, the given inference can be driven from the paragraph (II).  
In the statement (III), the housing finance companies are hit by liquidity crisis. They are asking the 
finance minister to increase the refinance limits from the NHB. Thus, this paragraph can be used to infer 
the given sentence. 
Hence, option (e) is the correct answer choice. 
 
S2. Ans. (b) 
Sol. From the given paragraphs, only the (III) paragraph can be used to infer the given sentence. About 
$14.5 billion are spent for development but still there is about $2.5-3 trillion required to achieve the 
SDGs. So, to achieve this target new funding sources are required like SIBs/DIBs.  
As for the other two paragraphs, the (II) paragraph tells that the UK government has stopped the aid to 
middle income countries. Nothing is mentioned about the insufficiency of the traditional aid to achieve 
the development. So, this paragraph is irrelevant as per the given sentence. 
For the (I) paragraph the information given is about traditional aid and the problem with it. But nothing 
is mentioned about development goals. Therefore, this paragraph can’t be used as well. 
Thus, option (b) is correct answer choice. 
 
 
S3. Ans. (a) 
Sol. Federalism means “the mixed or compound mode of government, combining a general government 
with regional governments in a single political system.” So, the sentence given means that central and 
state governments should together work to bring reforms in agriculture sector. 
In the (I) paragraph the survey information of Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development is given which is irrelevant as per the given sentence. 
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The paragraph (II) discusses about the relief benefits provided by the Indian government for crop losses 
and damages caused by natural calamities. The state governments should work with centre to provide 
the benefits to the farmers. The given sentence can be easily inferred from the given paragraph (II).  
As for paragraph (III) the Agri Export Policy is discussed and nothing is discussed about reforms. 
Thus, paragraph (II) is correct and hence, option (a) is correct answer choice. 
 
 
 
S4. Ans. (b) 
Sol. The idiom “blow-hot-blow-cold” means “to be sometimes interested in something and sometimes 
not”. And “at odds with” means “quarrelling or not agreeing with.” So, the given sentence means that 
Trump is acting in a blow hot and cold way with the various countries. Only the paragraph (III) can be 
used to infer the given sentence. The deal with North Korea is uncertain. As well, the trade negotiations 
between Chinaand US had collapsed not long ago, but now Trump is ready to talk again. 
The paragraph (II) discusses about the various steps of trump that are damaging the relations of US with 
the world. 
The paragraph (I) explains that because of the actions of Trump the markets are suffering. 
Hence, option (b) is correct answer choice 
 
S5. Ans. (c) 
Sol. The paragraph (I) discusses about the need of human in spite of automation.  
The paragraph (II) tells us that human rely on automated systems unnecessarily. Sometimes, this 
technology oriented approach leads to disastrous situations. So, humans must know when to use these 
automated systems. 
For paragraph (III), a situation is given about a crash that happened because of the automation errors. 
The automation system of the plane shifted the controls to the pilots. And pilots didn’t have the 
knowledge to fly the plane. Hence, the plane crashed. In normal situation, autopilot used to fly the plan. 
So, pilots didn’t have the knowledge to fly the plane and relied on the autopilot. Which, in this case 
resulted in a disaster. 
Therefore, paragraphs (II) and (III) can be used to infer the given sentence. Hence, option (c) is correct 
answer choice. 
 

S6. Ans. (b) 
Sol. Going through the options, we can see that option (I) is talking about the reason for the rise in the 
examination oriented tuitions or coaching. So from this, first part of the statement can be inferred but it 
fails to provide any fact supporting the second part of the given statement. 
The second option seems appropriate answer choice because there is mention of emotional demerits 
and loss of creativity in the students. Also, the given passage is highlighting that coaching institutes only 
focus on securing marks in some entrance exam only which is opposite to the idea of main stream 
education which means practice of placing students with special education services in a general 
education classroom during specific time periods based on their skills. Hence, the given statement can 
be clearly inferred from this option. 
Option (III) is discussing about the rise in the coaching industry even with so many ruinous events that 
occurred in the past.  
So the most appropriate answer choice is option (b) 
 
S7. Ans. (d) 
Sol. The given statement can be inferred from the first and third paragraphs. In the first paragraph it is 
clearly mentioned that recapitalization of the PSB is expected to improve the bank credit which is 
similar to the Capital Adequacy Ratio. Also, in option (III), ameliorating means make something better. 
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So the given statement can be inferred easily from the given statements. Hence, the correct answer 
choice is option (d) 
 
S8. Ans. (c) 
Sol. Among the given paragraphs, only the second paragraph justifies the inference mentioned above. 
The paragraph clearly states the resolution of Bhushan Steel under IBC and further it mentions the 
shortcomings that still prevail within the system. The other two paragraphs provide incomplete 
information in context of the inference. Hence, option (c) is the most suitable answer choice. 
 
S9. Ans. (a) 
Sol. Only A-E can make a contextually correct and grammatically meaningful sentence. Rest of the 
phrases are fail to do so because they are part of some other sentences. 
Sentence thus formed by combining A-E is : 
Increasing demand will increase wages, thus increasing purchasing power and reviving rural demand. 
 
S10. Ans. (a) 
Sol. Only A-E can make a contextually correct and grammatically meaningful sentence. Rest of the 
phrases are fail to do so because they are part of some other sentences. 
Sentence thus formed by combining A-E is : 
If government gives land in a city free of cost or on heavy discount to hospitals, educational institutions 
or any such body, this in itself could also be substantial financing. 
 
S11. Ans. (c) 
Sol. Only C-F can make a contextually correct and grammatically meaningful sentence. Rest of the 
phrases  fail to do so because they are part of some other sentences. 
Sentence thus formed by combining C-F is : 
A mob allegedly made four persons undergo a ‘Bangladeshi test’ in Baksa district of Assam, and handed 
them over to the police after questioning their citizenship status. 
 
S12. Ans. (b) 
Sol. Only B-F can make a contextually correct and grammatically meaningful sentence. Rest of the 
phrases fail to do so because they are part of some other sentences. 
Sentence thus formed by combining B-F is : The AamAadmi Party (AAP) will launch a Dalit outreach 
programme under which senior leaders would travel to Dalit colonies in the city. 
 
S13. Ans. (d) 
Sol. Only B-E and C-F can make a contextually correct and grammatically meaningful sentence. Rest of 
the phrases fail to do so either because they are in different context or due to some grammatical error . 
Sentence thus formed are : 
After the government's ambitious plan of redeveloping Parliament, some architects raised concerns 
about the project. 
The Union Cabinet on Wednesday approved a ban on e-cigarettes, citing the need to take early action to 
protect public health. 
 
S14. Ans. (c) 
Sol. All A-E , B-F and C-D can make a contextually correct and grammatically meaningful sentence.  
Sentences thus formed are : 
B-F: The themes for the event are clean energy for sustainable economy and environment, sustainable 
medical technologies, emerging nano and advanced materials, sustainable environment and Make in 
India 
A-E: It is the flagship event of the institute that aims to harness and promote the power of industry-
academia collaboration. 
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C-D: Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi, will be organising the third edition of Industry Day on 
September 21. 
 
S15. Ans. (b) 
Sol. Only B-F can make a contextually correct and grammatically meaningful sentence. C-D Fails to form 
a grammatically correct and contextually meaningful sentence due to presence of “were”. 
Sentence thus formed is: 
B-F: The police said that it took more than 12 hours for the forest department officials to reach 
Shakarpur police station and take away the elephant. 
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